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ID065 - Analysis of the cell immune response and of the renal morphological damage of Avian 
Infectious Bronchitis variants 

Ana Paula Bastos; Lana Baron; Iara Trevisol; Francieli Ianiski; Liana Brentano.  
Embrapa, Concordia - SC - Brazil. 

Infectious bronchitis is a highly aggressive disease for poultry in terms of symptoms and economic losses, and 
the control of this disease is difficult if flocks are not protected against type-specific challenges by the infectious 
bronchitis virus (IBV).The immune responses induced by IBV has not yet been completely elucidated. This study 
compared the early immune responses induced by the infection with different Brazilian field variants of IBV, in 
chickens. SPF chicks were housed in separate positive pressure isolators: CN) control group, NP) respiratory 
non-pathogenic strain (commercial vaccine H120/BRMSA1775), NF) nephrogenic strain (IBV-variant 
448/BRMSA1779) and RP) pathogenic respiratory strain (standard strain M4/BRMSA1765). At 28 days of age, 
groups were experimentally infected with strains. The animals were analyzed at 1 and 5 days after the challenge 
to characterize renal damage by apoptosis and phagocytes cells, helper and cytotoxic T cells by flow cytometry. 
At 1dpi the quantity of APC in the challenge groups was higher than in the CN group (pvs 4.71%), NP (13.72%) 
and NF (49.85%). The results at 5 dpi suggest that the group challenged, especially with the highly pathogenic 
variant, may be associated with a higher risk for renal injury.   Keywords: cellular response,renal injury,apoptosis 

 

ID066 - Impact of hypercaloric diet on biochemical aspects and T lymphocyte profile of the 
experimental host, in the acute phase of Schistosomiasis 

Alexia Cosati1; Layza Lorraine Lima Rocha1; Máyk Fonseca Brandão Souza2; Marcela Oliveira Silva Guisilini3; 
Simon Patrick Salles Cunha3; Neusa Araújo Pereira2; Áureo Almeida Oliveira2; Patrícia Martins Parreiras2; 
Paulo Marcos Zech Coelho2; Ana Maria Caetano Faria4; Tatiani Uceli Maioli5; Lícia Torres4; Olindo Assis 

Martins Filho2; Andréa Teixeira Carvalho2; Denise da Silveira Lemos Giunchetti1; Elaine Speziali2.  
1. Centro Universitário de Belo Horizonte - Unibh, Belo Horizonte - MG - Brazil; 2. Instituto René Rachou, 

Fiocruz-Minas, Belo Horizonte - MG - Brazil; 3. Centro Universitário de Belo Horizonte, Belo Horizonte - MG - 
Brazil; 4. Departamento de Bioquímica e Imunologia do Icb/UFMG, Belo Horizonte - MG - Brazil; 5. Escola de 

Nutrição/UFMG, Belo Horizonte - MG - Brazil. 

The nutritional state of the individual is of great importance in the pathology of Schistosomiasis disease. It is 
known that obesity induces biological alterations in the individual revealing the need to evaluate such factors in 
the Schistosomiasis pathology. The study aimed to evaluate the effects caused by hypercaloric diet on 
biochemical aspects and T lymphocyte profile of the experimental host, in the acute phase of Schistosomiasis. 
C57BL/6 male mice received commercial food (R), growth diet AIN 93G (D1) and hypercaloric diet HSB - High 
sugar and butter (D2) for the establishment of obesity and, later, infected with 20 cercariae. After 70 days of 
infection, blood samples were collected, and mice were euthanized. INFD2 (infected fed with D2) group 
presented a significant decrease in body weight, glycemia and cholesterol when compared to the NID2 (non-
infected fed with D2) group. In addition, the latter had a significant increase in the same parameters when 
compared to NIR (non-infected fed with commercial food), INFR (infected fed with commercial food), NID1 (non-
infected fed with D1) and INFD1 groups (infected fed with D1). INFD2 group presented a significant increase in 
triglycerides when compared to the INFR, NID1 and INFD1 groups, while the NID2 group showed an increase 
when compared to the INFR group. T lymphocytes analysis revealed that the NID1 group had a higher CD3+ T 
cells expression when compared to the NID2 group. NIR group, when compared to the INFD1 group, had a 
higher frequency of CD3+CD4+ T cells. The INFR group had higher CD4+CD69+ T cell expression than the NID2 
group. In the NID1 group, there was a higher frequency of CD3+CD8+ T cells in relation to the INFD2 group. T 
CD8+CD62L+ cells showed elevation in the expression in the INFR group in comparison to NID2. The results 
reveal that infection by Schistosoma mansoni ameliorated the intensity of the inflammatory response caused by 
obesity. The work was supported by FAPEMIG/CNPq/ FIOCRUZ/ UNIBH.  Keywords: Schistosomiasis,Immune 
response,Obesity 
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